Imr Reloading Data 308
For more information and Enduron LOAD DATA visit imrpowder.com or check It's a perfect
burn speed for cartridges like the 308 Win/7.62mm NATO, 22-250. THE 12TH HODGDON®
ANNUAL MANUAL FEATURES IMR® ENDURON™ This manual has the widest variety of
pistol and rifle cartridge reloading data on the Remington and the 308 Winchester/7.62mm
NATO, plus many, many more.

There are two options for acquiring data on the Hodgdon
website. Please select the appropriate choice from the
options below to meet your needs: Reloading.
IMR 4064 and Hodgdon Varget Smokeless Powder.30-30.308.303. Hodgdon Reloading. The
308 is an extremely easy cartridge to reload. V • RIFLE RELOADING DATA IMR-3031. 40.5.
41.9. 43.3. 44.6. 46.0. H322. 39.3. 40.8. 42.3. 43.8. 45.3. anyone try this new powder in 308. I
was out of the reloading game for several years and am shocked at how many new powders are
available now! Old IMR 4227 vs New H4227 Load Data, Bigbore4me, Handloading
Procedures/.

Imr Reloading Data 308
>>>CLICK HERE<<<
Hodgdon Superformance load data.308 - posted in Reloading Bench: Hi
Everyone! Bullet: 175 gr Sierra MK, Primer: WLR, COL: 2.80",
Powder: IMR 4064 From the data I've looked at on the Hodgdon site for
reloading 308 Winchester, IMR4166 seems to be in the 8208XBR / 4895
range.
The only powder I have found on a regular basis in my local shop that
works great in my.308 is IMR-4064. I have also seen it regularly at
online sources. I am. FWIW I have load data using 175gr smk and IMR4064. I start getting sticky bolt lifts after 42.5gr so thats the max I go.
2656fps average , 1 moa 5 shot group. 42.0 of IMR 4064 pushing a 175
Match King is an "Index Load" -- if your rifle I don't have my chrono
data in front of me, but the 175/178 loads ran around.

The 308 Winchester (7.62 NATO) loadings
should be suitable for M1 Garand This Load
Data taken from the Hornady Handbook of
Cartridge Reloading Max Load. VARGET,
40.3 gr. 42.5 gr. 44.7 gr. 47.0 gr. Max Load.
IMR 4895, 39.6 gr.
I used the on-line Hodgdon Reloading Data Center to obtain maximum
powder Four other powders besides IMR 4831 get MVs over 3000 f.p.s.
Given this, The 7mm-08 Remington is one of the fine spinoffs.308
Winchester case. Hodgdon has a decent amount of load data, but lacks
Hornady data. The 9th Edition I would find the IMR data closest to what
you're trying to do, and work up. I'm going to start reloading for 308
winchester/7.62 nato soon (for Hunting), so I find it and was starting
over working up a load, I'd try the new IMR-4166 because it "Use
magnum primers only where called for in published reloading data". It's a
perfect burn speed for cartridges like the 308 Win/7.62mm NATO, 22250 For more information and data visit imrpowder.com or check the
2015 IMR truly represents Legendary powders – the IMR powders we
reload today had their. The problem I am having is finding any reloading
data for this bullet. Does anyone know what the ranges are for Varget or
IMR 4064 with this bullet? Thanks, Got 8 lbs of IMR's new "Enduron"
powder 4166 in today for use in my 308. Looking at load data by
Hodgdon my guess is that 4166 falls right between H4895.
.308 Marlin Express (Using Hornady Bullets) Reloading Data. Load
Image 140, Hornady MonoFlex (Marlin Express), IMR, IMR-8208 XBR,
Click Here, 2330.
A lot of what I've been reading shows people using RL-17.308 shooting
these heavy bullets, but I'm Does your load manual show data for the
combo?

Amazingly enough Hodgdon has added 3 new powders to the IMR line.
stacks up to other powders in 308 Winchester, go here to Hodgdon's
reloading center, there is new 4166 reloading data there:
hodgdonreloading.com/
load work up results for the new IMR 4166 Enduron powder in
both.308.223. Of course, you should work up the load, but I know that
the IMR load data.
(Archive) IMR 4064 Handloading, Reloading, and Bullet Casting. Im
interested in reloading 308 with 168 barnes tsx. My question downside
is, it doesn't meter as well as ball powder and may end up with
compressed loads with some data. I'm working up a new.308 load with
IMR 4064 since Varget is currently non-existent. IMR load data
pamphlet 45.6c (compressed) max Attachment 155234 Anyone have
load data for Hornady 165 gr. SST.308 with IMR 4895 powder? Look in
any reloading manual at loads for any 165 gr bullet in the cartridge your.
308 Winchester Cartridge Reloading Information, Specific Information
Source. Only use published reloading data where this is taken into
consideration when reloading 7.62 NATO cartridge cases. Otherwise you
will IMR 4064 Powder.
308 Winchester 175 Sierra MatchKing Ladder Test with Varget and
IMR 4064 Normally, I'll load five rounds of a given charge.3 grain
increments for a given Since I already have data on this rifle, I started at
my safe maximums. Got 8 lbs of IMR's new "Enduron" powder 4166 in
for use in my 308. Looking at load data by Hodgdon my guess is that
4166 falls right between H4895. IMR-4064? Handloading, Reloading,
and Bullet Casting. It's not in my 9th Edition Hornady book and I don't
see any published data on their web site.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
IMR 4166 is the perfect burn speed for cartridges like the 308 Win/7.62mm NATO, Simply
scroll through the list of cartridges on the Hodgdon Reloading Data.

